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Campus Life
CSUF is hosting voter mobilzation which is a series of
debates and discussions.
These events are sponsored
by Associated Students Inc.
and Public Affairs and Government Relations to help
prepare campus and community members for the November election.
The purpose of these events
is to help the community understand the importance of
voting, educate the political
process of an election and to
encourage current voters to
keep voting. There are events
occuring Sept. 16 to Oct. 21.

NJ farm flings pumpkins
with giant catapult
NEWTON, N.J. (AP) One New Jersey farm has a
special attraction to go with
the season’s hay rides and
corn mazes: giant pumpkin
catapult.
A group of middle school
students who became obsessed with the medieval
weapon asked northern New
Jersey farmers Anthony and
Heidi Lentini if they could
use physics to fling the big
orange squash.
The couple, who have corn
mazes on their Newton farm
to attract customers, agreed.
The half dozen boys, farmers and a technology teacher
from Halsted Middle School
began work in August and
finished building the giant
catapult this weekend.
It cost about $1200. The
Lentinis paid for construction.
The farmers say the
device is up and running and
covering the farm with the
smashed remains of damaged
pumpkins.

You dont need pen and paper
to create art in ‘Water Kiss’

Law threatens students’ status
The court dismissed the case in
2006 and the plaintiffs appealed.
Last week, the courts reversed the
decision that there were no substantial legal issues and sent the case
back to the lower court for retrial.
By Jesica Eastman
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California court ruling
may hurt undocumented
students’ access to college

“

I keep reminding
my students that the
civil rights movement
was not won overnight.
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After years of debate, the
extension of SR-241 is
still being considered
By Jackie Connor

news@dailytitan.com
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U.S. Department of Commerce
Secretary Carlos Gutierrez has until
Jan. 7 to make a decision. It is a decision that could put 16 miles of highway designed to relieve congestion
on Interstate 5 through an Indian
burial ground and nature preserve.
The $1.3 billion State Route 241
highway extension has brewed controversy since its initial proposal several years ago.
By 10:30 a.m. over 1,000 people
were in O’Brien Hall at the Del Mar
Fairgrounds on Monday regarding
the 16-mile extension of SR-241.
The meeting lasted until 8:30 p.m.
“The hearing went really well,”
Jennifer Seaton, spokesperson for
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loans, scholarships, and work-study
programs,” said Letty, a psychology
and human services major whose
name has also been withheld.
The 2007 California Dream Act
was vetoed by Gov. Schwarzenegger based on the assumption that
it would place additional strain on

the budget. The 2008 version of the
Dream Act, currently awaiting Gov.
Schwarzenegger’s decision, ensures
that only institutional financial aid
is eligible to California state residents who qualify for AB 540 status.
See AB 540 Page 2

Transportation Corridor Agency,
said. “We feel good about Commerce
Secretary, Carlos Gutierrez, making a
good decision.”
Appointed in February of 2005 by
President George W. Bush, Gutierrez was a former chief executive officer of the Kellogg Company. He
wants to build a stronger American
economy by globally marketing U.S.
companies and is very passionate
about President Bush’s vision of the
“American dream,” according to his
biography on the Department of
Commerce’s Web site.
Mark Rauscher, assistant environmental director at the Surfrider
Foundation, described “overwhelming support” for the protection of
Trestles and San Onofre.
“They let the elected officials talk
first,” Rauscher said. “They made it
really hard for the public to have a
voice.”
There have been several court
proceedings regarding the proposal.
In a previous hearing in February,

the California Coastal Commission
turned down the proposed extension, according to The San Diego
Union Tribune. Over 10,000 people
showed at the hearing to express their
opposition to the extension.
Because part of the toll road would
be built on federal land, Marine
Corps Base Camp Pendleton, the issue has been made into a federal case
with the TCA claiming that building
the toll road is a matter of national
security.
“What the TCA claims is an insult
to the military and military families
by equating the toll road to a matter of national security,” said Serge
Dedina, executive director of Wildcoast.net, an organization dedicated
to protecting California and Latin
America’s ecosystems and wildlife.
Rebecca Robles of the Acjachemen
Nation spoke on their behalf, voicing their opposition to the highway
extension, according to the Orange
County Register. The extension will
run through an Acjachemen sacred

burial site known as Panhe.
“The Acjachemen have been the
spiritual foundation of this coalition
and only gives us that much more of
a reason,” Dedina said.
Dedina described the atmosphere
as “absolutely inspiring” where the
amount of opponents clearly outnumbered supporters.
Another issue with the toll road
is that it will pave over a state park,
according to Dedina. “It’s our job to
make sure those parks stay well preserved.”
Over 150 people had the opportunity to publicly voice their opinion
of the proposal at the court hearing
Monday. Supporters of the issue
dressed in bright orange T-shirts and
detractors dressed in green T-shirts.
Both were present and demonstrated
their opinion.
People such as Steve Pezman, the
editor and publisher of the Surfer’s
Journal, as well as SR-241 supporter,
Tustin Mayor Jerry Amante, spoke.
As the meeting progressed, people

became noisy. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration General Counsel Jane Luxton was forced to
ask people to contain their voices and
asked for a “silent demonstration.”
People were allowed to give thumbs
up or raise signs when an issue was
brought forth.
“It was reminiscent of a Soviet
show trial,” Dedina said. “There was
no process and it was very antidemocratic by diminishing people’s participation.”
Still, evidence suggests the toll
road would enhance public safety,
according to an interview conducted
by the Orange County Register with
Chip Prather, fire chief of the Orange
County Fire Authority. The TCA
provided a satellite map of exactly
where the extension would occur.
“A lot of people were surprised
when they saw the map,” Seaton said.
“It made supporters feel good.”
Gutierrez will make the decision
regarding the extension and national
security matters by Jan. 7.

CSUF center offers financial know how
The Center for Corporate
Reporting and Governance
responds to the economy
By Jennifer Tat and Ashley Landsman
Daily Titan Staff Writer
news@dailytitan.com
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to receive an education by joining
over 150 students who rallied in
front of the Capitol in Sacramento
last week.
“We rallied for the California
Dream Act, which would allow AB
540 students a right to compete
for institutional financial aid like

Final word on toll road postponed ‘til ‘09
Daily Titan Staff Writer

Sam created an animation video in Spain with the art medium
of water. He spills water onto the
ground and creates moving objects with different segments.
He created objects such as
moving people, different shapes
and forms and two people running towards eachother and coming together for a kiss.
The video is probably created
by recording different segments
and playing it backwards and forward to cause the objects to move
back and forth.
Water was the only thing Sam
used was water and created a
masterpiece.

By Allen D. Wilson/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
Letty and Carlos speak with a Daily Titan reporter about their concerns with the courts decision to reconsider the status of AB 540
students. Carlos is a member of several student activist groups fighting for equal education opportunities.

Big corporate meltdowns and
economic destruction seem to be
plaguing the financial world, but
the Center for Corporate Reporting and Governance, at CSUF, can
help students make sense of the
chaotic situation.
The CCRG, located in Mihaylo
Hall, was established in 2003 by
Betty Chavis and Vivek Mande,
who had academic fellowships together at the Security and Exchange
Commission in Washington D.C.,
to publicize information on up-to-

date financial reporting issues and
analysis of financial regulations,
Chavis and Mande said.
The goal of the CCRG is to educate and inform accounting and
corporate firms, as well as connect
students to industry professionals,
Mande said.
“This gives the students a chance
to interact with global leaders in
the industry, get updates on the hot
topics, and network with professionals in Orange County and nationwide,” Chavis said.
Regarding the headline in the
New York Times about American
Insurance Group receiving a $85
billion loan from the Federal Reserve, the largest single intervention
in the private sector ever, Mande
said he predicts more big banks will
go under, and more trouble is coming.
“In general, it’s never a good
thing to bail out private sectors.

They (the government) had to decide to choose the lesser of two
evils,” Mande said.
Chavis says that while the financial crisis may not directly effect
college students, they shouldn’t rule
it out altogether.
“It might affect college students
through the California state budget. Tuition would be raised even
more, we would see more classes
being cut, it’s very possible,” Chavis
said.
Chavis warns that the government should be cautious in choosing possible resolutions to the economic meltdown.
“I think a big part (of the problem) is greed on a corporate and individual level,” Chavis said. “They
need to be careful on what solution
they choose in order for us to stay
a free economy or (resort to) socialism.”
Joanne Nishinaka, 21 year-old

sociology major, said the current
events seem perilous.
“I don’t think (the economy’s)
going to get better anytime soon;
we’ve more than tripled our (national) debt within the last 15
years. It’s just ridiculous,” Nishinaka said.
Mande said another reason the
center is a great resource for college
students is because it encourages
prospective employers to recruite
CSUF graduates.
The center has also provided
workshops about business ethics
and international financial reporting and investing, and also works to
keep students current on financial
issues and trends. The center has
contributed information to magazines and newspapers on contemporary financial reporting issues,
Mande said.
One of the events students have
access to is the annual SEC finan-

cial conference, which took place
on Sept. 21, at the Irvine Marriott
this year, according to the CCRG
Web site.
“Speakers this year run the gamut
from regulators of the accounting/
finance world, to industry leaders,
who talked about the best practices
to help firms achieve efficiency in
corporate governance,” Mande
said.
“The industry leaders addressed
how the credit crunch will affect
markets, and what they think will
happen in the future,” Mande said.
“It’s too big of an issue not to address,” Chavis said. “The SEC has a
huge stake in this.”
Public relations major Whitney
Sulimoff, 22, did not know what
the CCRG was.
“I think it’s a good idea because
students aren’t living with their parents and need a place to turn for
financial issues,” Sulimoff said.
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IN OTHER NEWS AB 540: Students fight for equality
INTERNATIONAL

Amid milk scare, China’s elite get special food

BEIJING (AP) –While China grapples with its latest tainted food crisis,
the political elite are served the choicest, safest delicacies. They get hormonefree beef from the grasslands of Inner Mongolia, organic tea from the foothills of Tibet and rice watered by melted mountain snow.
And it’s all supplied by a special government outfit that provides all-organic goods from farms working under the strictest guidelines.
That secure food supply stands in stark contrast to the frustrations of ordinary citizens who have faced recurring food scandals — vegetables with
harmful pesticide residue, fish tainted with a cancer-causing chemical, eggs
colored with industrial dye, fake liquor causing blindness or death, holiday
pastries with bacteria-laden filling.
Now that the country’s most reputable dairies have been found selling
baby formula and other milk products tainted with an industrial chemical
that can cause kidney stones and kidney failure, many Chinese don’t know
what to buy. Tens of thousands of children have been sickened and four
babies have died.
Knowing that their leaders do not face these problems has made some
people angry.

NATIONAL

Ike-battered Galveston allows residents to return

GALVESTON, Texas (AP) – Thousands of people returned on Wednesday for the first time since their island city was blasted by Hurricane Ike
nearly two weeks ago, choosing home over warnings that Galveston is “broken” and infested with germs and snakes.
Some returned to find homes in ruins.
Traffic was backed up for 10 miles on the one major highway leading into
Galveston, but things appeared to go smoothly once the city of about 57,000
started letting people in about 6 a.m. Many people had been waiting in their
cars along Interstate 45 since before dawn.
Police officers were stationed to direct traffic at major intersections where
signal lights were ripped away by the hurricane’s 110-mph wind and 12-foot
storm surge on Sept. 13.
Ruben Rosas, 74, one of those who had fled inland to San Antonio, joined
the line on I-45 at about 3 a.m. Once he reached his first-floor apartment located on a bayou, he found that the walls and nearly all his possessions were
gone. He did find a large cross that had been on his father’s coffin and a small
“King of Dads” statue his kids gave him when they were young.

STATE

Poll: Obama holds 10-point lead in California

SACRAMENTO (AP) – Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama
continues to enjoy a comfortable lead over GOP contender John McCain in California, according to a poll released Wednesday that also found the vice presidential
selections had little effect on voter preference.
The Public Policy Institute of California survey released Wednesday found 50
percent of likely California voters support Obama, compared to 40 percent for
McCain, nearly identical to a poll in August.
Independent voters support Obama over McCain 53 percent to 35 percent,
while Hispanics favor Obama 57 percent to 30 percent. That represents a substantial swing since August, when Hispanics supported Obama 71 percent to 16
percent.
Eight in 10 California voters say the presidential debates, scheduled to begin Friday, will be important in helping them make a final decision. With Wall Street in
turmoil, likely voters across political and demographic groups listed the economy
as the top issue, followed by the war in Iraq, immigration and health care.

For the Record
It is the policy of the Daily Titan to correct any inaccurate information printed in the publication as soon as the error is discovered. Any
incorrect information printed on the front page will result in a correction
printed on the front page. Any incorrect information printed on any
other page will be corrected on page 2. Errors on the Opinion page will
be corrected on that page. Corrections also will be noted on the online
version of the Daily Titan.
Please contact executive editor David Carrillo at 714-278-5815 or at
execeditor@dailytitan.com with issues about this policy or to report any
errors.
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From Page 1

For Carlos and Letty, fighting
for state financial aid on behalf of
the other undocumented students
within the California education system is just another step needed for
equality.
“I never had anyone give me a
hand so I had to learn everything on
my own,” Carlos said. “I could be
working two jobs, wasting my time
because of lack of information or I
could be doing this,” he said about
attending CSUF.
Currently, the CSU system does
not track the number of undocumented students because of a confidentiality agreement with AB 540
students so the number of students
affected is unknown, Teresa Ruiz,

Public Affairs communication specialist for the CSU Chancellor’s Office, said.
The UC system keeps records of
AB 540 students, although it is unclear how they are able to track the
numbers, Ruiz said.
As of Fall 2007, there were 251
undocumented students enrolled
at University California Irvine who
qualified for in-state tuition through
AB 540, Cathy Lawhon, director of
Media Relations at UCI, said.
“I have seen signs of students being saddened, deflated, and my students and I both share utter frustration,” Alexandro Gradilla, a Chicana
and Chicano studies professor at
CSUF, said. “I keep reminding my
students that the civil rights movement was not won overnight.”

Carlos was accepted to other universities and chose to come to CSUF
because it was the least expensive
school he was accepted to.
Both Carlos and Letty said that if
they were forced to pay out-of-state
tuition, they would have no choice
but to drop out of school.
“Economically, we know we are
in a budget crisis, it’s a money issue, but we are talking about students losing the opportunities to get
bachelor’s degrees and we are talking
about money the university is going
to lose because students will have to
drop out,” Carlos said.
The AB 540 students are like Sisyphus in the Greek myth, constantly
pushing a boulder up the hill, Gradilla said.
“It is emotionally draining at

times because these students are in
a holding pattern, just trying to keep
things in place,” he said.
The CSU has supported the AB
540 law and is dedicated to educating the workforce and getting them
jobs and hopes to resolve this issue
through other legal avenues, Ruiz
said.
“As of 2025, 41 percent of the
workforce will require some kind of
education,” Letty said. “If we aren’t
educating students in the state, we
are going to have a lack of educated
work force. This isn’t an immigration
issue, it is an education issue.”

Christian Brown contributed
to this story.

Obama rebuffs McCain’s call to delay debate
Associated Press
NEW YORK – The economic
crisis and raw politics threatened to
derail the first presidential debate
as John McCain challenged Barack
Obama to delay the Friday forum and
join forces to help Washington fix the
financial mess. Obama rebuffed his
GOP rival, saying the next president
needs to “deal with more than one
thing at once.”
The White House rivals maneuvered to claim the leadership role in
resolving the economic turmoil that
has overshadowed their campaign six
weeks before Election Day.
Obama said he would proceed
with his debate preparations while
consulting with bailout negotiators

and Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson. McCain said he would stop all
advertising, fundraising and other
campaign events to return to Washington and work for a bipartisan solution.
“It’s my belief that this is exactly
the time when the American people
need to hear from the person who,
in approximately 40 days, will be responsible for dealing with this mess,”
Obama said at a news conference in
Clearwater, Fla. “It’s going to be part
of the president’s job to deal with
more than one thing at once.”
But McCain said they must focus on a bipartisan solution to the
nation’s financial woes as the Bush
administration’s $700 billion bailout
proposal seemed headed for defeat.

If not, McCain said ominously,
credit will dry up, people will no longer be able to buy homes, life savings
will be at stake and businesses will not
have enough money to pay workers.
“It has become clear that no consensus has developed to support the
administration’s proposal,” McCain
said. “I do not believe that the plan
on the table will pass as it currently
stands, and we are running out of
time.”
Sen. Lindsey Graham, McCain’s
representative in debate negotiations,
said McCain will not attend the debate “unless there is an agreement
that would provide a solution” to
the financial crisis. Graham, R-S.C.,
told The Associated Press that the
agreement would have to be pub-

licly endorsed by Obama, McCain,
the White House and congressional
leaders, but not necessarily given final
passage by the House and Senate.
Asked whether the debate could
go forward if McCain doesn’t show,
Obama spokesman Robert Gibbs replied, “My sense is there’s going to be
a stage, a moderator, an audience and
at least one presidential candidate.”
Their competing positions came
after the two senators spoke privately,
each trying to portray himself as the
bipartisan leader in a time of crisis.
McCain beat Obama to the punch
with the first public statement. He
said he had spoken to President Bush
and asked him to convene a leadership meeting in Washington that
would include him and Obama.

Dems seek to slash bailout; Bush on TV tonight
Associated Press
WASHINGTON – Democrats
won a key concession from the White
House on legislation to bail out the
financial industry on Wednesday,
then sought to scale back the $700
billion price tag, as Republican
presidential nominee John McCain
inserted himself into high-stakes negotiations on the rescue.
President Bush invited McCain
and Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama, along with congressional leaders, to a White House
meeting Thursday to discuss the
bailout.
With the administration’s original
proposal deeply unpopular in Congress, top House leaders issued an
upbeat statement at day’s end saying
that they had made progress toward
revised legislation.
“We are committed to continuing to work cooperatively and on a
bipartisan basis to safeguard the interests of the American taxpayers,”
said Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
and House Republican leader John
Boehner of Ohio.
But they offered no timetable on a
bailout that the administration said
was needed more with each passing
day.
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson
and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke spent most of the day in
the Capitol, shuttling between public hearings on the proposal and private meetings with lawmakers.
Presidential politics intruded, as
well, when McCain said he intended
to return to Washington and called
on Bush to convene crisis meetings
until an agreement was reached on
legislation.
In their statement, Pelosi and
Boehner said, “We agree that key
changes should be made to the ad-

ministration’s initial proposal. It
must include basic good-government principles, including rigorous
and independent oversight, strong
executive compensation standards
and protections for taxpayers.”
Earlier, Paulson agreed to demands from critics in both parties to
limit the pay packages of Wall Street
executives whose companies would
benefit from the proposed bailout.
“The American people are angry
about executive compensation and
rightfully so,” Paulson told the House
Financial Services Committee. “We
must find a way to address this in the
legislation without undermining the
effectiveness of the program.”
The issue has been a much-debated
point in the struggle to win congressional approval of the historic rescue
of the financial industry, though the
“golden parachute” money involved
would be relatively insignificant
compared with the huge sums being
talked about.
At the same time, Democrats were
asking the Bush administration to
dramatically cut the size of the rescue and then come back to Congress
later if they need more.
Under that plan, which was still
emerging, Congress would approve
a fraction of what Bush is asking
for — perhaps $150 billion or $200
billion — to allow the government
to begin rescuing tottering financial
companies.
Pelosi has privately suggested the
idea to Paulson, according to officials who spoke on condition of
anonymity because the negotiations
are private.
Sen. Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.,
pressed Paulson on the idea Tuesday
and was told it would be a “grave
mistake.”
But some Republicans said they
support it as well. “It’s highly appro-

priate for them to come back to us
once they see and we see how this is
working,” said Sen. Bob Corker, RTenn.
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said
Wednesday, “Ultimately $700 billion has to be available but ... they
are making progress about how to
give people some assurance that it is
not going to go to $700 billion in
one fell swoop.”
Frank, who as chairman of the
Financial Services Committee has
taken a lead in the negotiations, said
Paulson also “accepts the fact” that
the bill will give the government an
ownership stake in the companies
whose bad debts are taken over, a
Democratic goal.
The heart of the unprecedented
plan, dramatically unveiled less than
a week ago, involves the government buying up sour assets of tottering financial firms to keep them
from going under and to stave off a
potentially severe recession and the
accompanying lost jobs and further
home foreclosures.
Away from Washington, debate
over the bailout became embroiled
in presidential politics as McCain
said he was returning to the capital
and was asking Democratic rival Barack Obama to agree to delay their
first debate, scheduled for Friday, to
deal with the meltdown.
“I do not believe that the plan
on the table will pass as it currently
stands, and we are running out of
time,” he said.
Obama said the debate should
go ahead and that his campaign
staff was working with McCain’s on
a statement the candidates might
make, spelling out major points they
believe the rescue legislation must
include.
Congressional Democrats dismissed McCain’s dramatic an-

nouncement as a political ploy and
said his involvement in the talks six
weeks before the elections would
only muddle the extraordinarily sensitive debate.
“With all due respect to my friend
John McCain, we’re doing just fine.
We should not have presidential politics enter what we’re doing here,”
said Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., the
majority leader. He added that McCain “is trying to divert attention
from his failing campaign.”
Bush, who says the massive government intervention is needed
to stave off economic catastrophe,
planned to talk to the American people Wednesday night about how the
crisis affects them, said White House
press secretary Dana Perino.
Wall Street, down sharply the
previous two days, basically marked
time, waiting for the next shoe to
drop. The Dow Jones industrials declined 29 points.
Lawmakers in both parties have
strenuously objected to the plan over
the past two days, Republicans complaining about federal intervention
in private business and Democrats
pressing to tack on help for beleaguered homeowners.
Many Republicans and Democrats appear to be more open to
legislation, although on different
terms than the White House has
proposed.
“There’s politically a lot of pessimism because the American people
are pushing back,” said Rep. Spencer Bachus of Alabama, the senior
Financial Services Committee Republican. But, he added, “There’s a
realization that we have to do something, and that we can’t leave town
until we do.”
Polls in the last several days have
provided mixed messages about the
public’s view.
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CSUF Student plays at We the People
By Allen D. Wilson

Daily Titan Staff Writer
features@dailytitan.com

Ending the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and economic and social
justice are the issues up for grabs
Saturday at We The People Festival,
a concert and forum for acts such as
Tom Morello from Rage Against the
Machine, Les Claypool of Primus,
RZA, Dilated Peoples and Cal State
Fullerton’s own Free the Robots, a
brainchild of Chris Alfaro.
The 26-year-old entertainment
studies major brings a “dirty” sound
to the table that he describes as a psychedelic/experimental/jazz fusion.
It’s mostly from scratch, he said, but
there’s a little sampling involved at
times.
Some of his beats are fast, some
are mellow, and they even resemble
Midnight Juggernauts crossed with
Beck.
“The shows always start kind of
weird,” Alfaro said while sipping red
wine from a small glass at his new
restaurant/bookstore/bar, The Crosby, on a Wednesday afternoon.
“They often don’t know what
to think, but they get into it with
time.”
Alfaro, who created Free the Robots in 2004, said the show will be
the one of the biggest he’s done.
Aside from deejaying venues, Alfaro and a partner developed an idea
for a bar and bookstore that came to
fruition in April.
The Crosby is a restaurant/bookstore/bar that specialized in gourmet
pizza.
The Santa Ana native chose the
location as a great walking spot, and
it pops at night.
Colleagues of Alfaro’s can be
found spinning electro and indie
mixes six nights a week.
DT: What is the social issue uniting today’s youth?
Alfaro: Ending the war in Iraq.
DT: What do CSUF students and
faculty have to offer in terms of social awareness?
Alfaro: I’m sure some kids don’t
care what’s going on but in college,
there are more kids that are in ac-

tion and trying to get other people
involved.
DT: How does music mobilize
the youth in election season?
Alfaro: Music has a serious influence on everything. I see a lot of
Obama stuff going on. Everyone is
doing songs about it. Also, if musicians feel strongly about an issue,
their followers will consider their
expression.
DT: What has been the biggest
influence at CSUF on your music?
Alfaro: It was more so my random
lurking. One time, I went into the
music building and just kept going
up floor and floor and I found the
piano rooms. During my long-ass
breaks between classes I would go
up and play. So, the teachers that left
the doors open to the piano rooms
are my biggest influence.
DT: As a professional bookseller,
you probably come across some cool
titles, maybe even rare. What book
does every kid need to read before
graduating?
Alfaro: Beautiful Losers, by Aaron
Rose. What he did in New York in
the ‘90s is why we’re here. The book
kind of documents the way he started a collective of folks. He almost
started a lifestyle, collecting stuff
that people like him didn’t consider
art ... it’s just an expression of what’s
happening at the time, inspired by
what’s around us.
DT: Is the club circuit pure? Is it
still about the music or does outside
influence get in the way?
Alfaro: There are so many movements going on. Of course there’s
a lot of weird stuff and pretense,
but a lot of solid stuff like when I
was growing up in punk rock and
hip-hop. The forefront of my type
of experimental/psychedelic/jazz is
happening at the Low End Theory
in LA.
DT: What do you want the audience to take away from your shows?
Alfaro: I don’t have an expectation. I just make music, and if someone likes it, then ‘boom.’ But it always turns wild. Something always
happens, like crowd surfing, break
dancing or a girl throwing her underwear on stage.

DT: Your new restaurant/bookstore/bar, The Crosby, in downtown
Santa Ana features gourmet pizza.
Have you considered dollar tacos?
Alfaro: How about all-you-can-eat
sweet potato fries and onion rings?
DT: International artists like Justice and M.I.A. are gaining traction
in the U.S. What is it about them
that everyone is attracted to?
Alfaro: OC has a huge, heavy
electro scene. I played with Justice
last year, and people are just into foreign things. There’s a lot of energy in
the French disco, and they could be
American for all some people know.
It just matters if there’s energy in it.
DT: Where do you see OC’s music scene going?
Alfaro: Right now it’s slim, but
people are conscious and ready for
new things. We didn’t choose Los
Angeles or New York (to open a restaurant and put music out) where it’s
happening because we grew up here.
We want to cater to people here. We
noticed a lot of the audience at shows
in Los Angeles are from OC.
DT: What’s up with deejays using
playlists?
Alfaro: I’ve never seen it, but the
fact that it does go on is why we have
The Crosby. That will never happen
here.
DT: What is the next venture you
would like to start?
Alfaro: I think I’ve got my hands
full. One day you could play a
2,000-person arena and the next day
busing tables or cleaning the shit out
of the bathroom.
We the People Festival will happen Saturday at the Los Angeles
State Historic Park, 1245 North
Spring Street,
Los Angeles, 2 p.m. until midnight. General admission is $45.
Free the Robots will also perform
tonight at The Grove of Anaheim,
opening for The Brazilian Girls.
2200 E Katella Ave, Anaheim, (714)
712-2700.
Visit Alfaro’s restaurant, The
Crosby, at 400 N Broadway. Santa
Ana, Monday through Friday, 11
a.m. until 2 a.m. and Saturday 5
p.m. until 2 a.m. www.myspace.
com/thisisthecrosby.

By Allen D. Wilson/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
Chris Alfaro, creator of Free the Robots and co-owner of restaurant/bookstore/bar, The Crosby in Santa Ana, poses for a photo
Wednesday. When he’s not banging beats or bussing tables at his restaurant, he’s crackin’ books.

We’re all German party animals
Oktoberfest, the ultimate
Bavarian beer party, can
be found in Huntington
Beach at the Old World
Village
By Kelly Lamb

Daily Titan Staff Writer
features@dailytitan.com

Over a round of German chocolate cake shots, a few friends toasted
to their psuedo-German heritage
and to their last year of college at
Cal State Fullerton and other universities. It was just the beginning
of a night that would turn out to be
their most unforgettable Oktoberfest ever.
This festival is a tradition that
dates back to 1810 in Munich, Germany and is a massive and friendly
get-together with a long history.
The Oktoberfest tradition came to
America with German immigrants
and is celebrated throughout Orange
County. One of these festivals is in
Huntington Beach at Old World
Village. The celebration in Huntington Beach runs from September 7 to
November 2 and has hours and admission prices that vary from night
to night. Just check out http://www.
oldworld.ws/okfest.html/ for infor-

mation about the hours and door
rates.
This festival celebrates the German traditions in a most raucous
and endearing way that leaves you
wishing that there were more occasions where brats and beers were
commonplace. At Old World Village’s annual Oktoberfest, they have
a lively oompah-pa band imported
directly from Germany that plays everything from German folk tunes to
a rousing version of AC/DC’s “Back
in Black.”
With each of the band members
constantly changing instruments or
singing, it is quite a spectacle. The
dance floor is routinely filled with
lederhosen-wearing enthusiasts who
just cannot resist adding their own
voices to the din. CSUF alumnus
Patrick Wallis said, “I had a great
time. The music was awesome and
the band got everyone involved and
chanting – we definitely cut a rug.”
Along with a large selection of
imported beers, cigars, German
foods and the festively-dressed Jagermeister girls who dole out shots
all night, there is also the chicken
dance that, although it is considered
tacky by some, becomes just part of
the fun. Herbert “The Herbmeister”
Schwartz, the master of ceremonies,
adds a special something to the celebration with his delightful antics

and open personality. He joins in the
party and mingles with the crowd.
“We are all Germans tonight, just
look at us,” Schwartz said.
The nightly competitions include
two-player beer pong for a $20 entry
fee, a stein-holding strength competition and, of course, beer drinking
challenges.
These games get pretty serious
though, with the titles of King and
Queen of Oktoberfest at stake nightly.
“We get all of these wonderful
people laughing and clinking their
beer mugs and I think, where else
can you get this?” General Manager
of Old World Village, Daniel Roth,
said of the atmosphere.
Roth said that they do reach their
capacity of 1,400 people on the
weekends during the peak of the festival, but “what I think is cool about
our festival is that everybody is welcome and everybody fits in here, old
or young. We’re not like a club with
a guest list.”
”It gets crazy, Roth said, adding
“it’s the good kind of crazy.”
The festival’s busiest time begins
this weekend.
There is going to be a wild German party at Old World Village this
coming Friday and Saturday that
will continue for a few more weeks,
according to Roth.
So go out, toss back a few beers
with foreign names and do the chicken dance. How often does a chance
for a night of lederhosen, bratwurst
and strange songs and dances come
along?
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CSU budget cuts:
Make yourself heard
Californians finally released the CSU advocates, the nation’s largcollective breath they had been est state university system could
holding in for 85 days when Gov. have faced a budget cut of more
Arnold Schwarzenegger signed than $100 million for the current
the state budget Tuesday.
fiscal year.
The budget represents a laundry
In the news release, CSU
list of compromises, lost battles Chancellor Charles B. Reed
and insignificant victories. But thanked the state legislature for
mostly it represents a long time keeping the spending plan from
for someone to hold their breath. the May revision intact and also
So what does the budget ap- acknowledged the efforts of the
proval mean to Cal State Fuller- Alliance for the CSU, which was
ton students?
able to communicate to lawmakAfter a long information ers the value of a CSU education
drought, a news release by the in the state economy.
CSU Public Affairs Office reinWe here at the Daily Titan
forces what CSUF administrators would also like to take the time to
and faculty had feared since be- thank those who championed for
fore the end of the Spring 2008 the CSU, and more importantly,
semester.
we would like to thank those who
An excerpt from the release:
demonstrated here at CSUF.
“The budget provides no fundThough the actions of deming for enrollnstrators
After a long informationocould
ment growth,
be conintensifying a drought, a news release by thesidered trivial
trend that be- CSU Public Affairs Office re-by some, their
gan in 2005actions helped
06, in which inforces what CSUF adminis-put a student’s
student enroll- trators and faculty had fearedface on any
ment grows since before the end of thecuts legislafaster
than
tures
were
state funding. Spring 2008 semester.
proposing.
“In
reUn f o r t u sponse, CSU campuses have nately, the state’s budget crisis is
increased class sizes when pos- far from over. In turn, the CSU
sible, and opened more course system and CSUF’s budget crisis
sections with temporary faculty is far from over.
appointments. To protect educaIn a few months lawmakers
tional quality in the face of these will need to reconvene to propose
funding challenges, CSU cam- the following year’s budget, and
puses will slow down enrollment once again the CSU’s enrollment
growth by closing the freshmen will grow.
application period for Fall 2009
It will grow and given the curearlier in the cycle.”
rent trend of underfunding the
So the result is more qualified CSU, it is unlikely to receive adstudents being turned away from ditional funding for its growth.
CSUF and a potential reduction Administrators might even have
in the quality of education a stu- to continue to raise tuition. That
dent receives (larger classes hardly means less effective instruction
ever translate to higher quality for a higher cost.
education).
The money will have to come
The temporary faculty appoint- from someplace, and as of right
ments translates to no permanent now the only certain way of genfaculty positions being added erating cash is to increase tuition
fees.
anytime in the near future.
We would like to open the topWhile the students being
turned away might be able to ic of local CSUF budget cuts for
attend a junior college, danger discussion in an open forum so
still lurks when it comes time for that the burden of making sacrithose same students to transfer to ficial cuts and compromises does
not fall squarely on the shoulders
a four-year institution.
Still, without the assistance of of administrators.

“

“

Letters
to the
Editor:

Any feedback, positive or negative, is
encouraged, as we strive to keep an open
dialogue with our readership. The Daily
Titan reserves the right to edit letters for
length, grammar and spelling. Direct all
comments, questions or concerns along
with your full name and major to Daily
Titan Opinion Editor Austen Montero at
opinion@dailytitan.com.

Daily Titan Guest Columnist

Diary of a jaded yuppie
I don't know where I thought I'd
be at this age.
When I was a kid, I'm pretty sure
I banked on being famous by now (I
mean, how hard does fame seem in
elementary school when your parents
praise every little thing you do?).
By my teenage years, I thought
I'd be living in a New York City loft,
as a self-sufficient writer in his mid20s, charming cultured women and
impressing them with an astounding
book collection and an even more
astounding view of the skyline at
night.
Instead, I come home from an
8-to-5 job and eat an effortless dinner (anything that’s microwaveable)
in front of my computer where I
watch box sets of television shows
before finding random tasks to do
around my bedroom until I fall
asleep.
That's yuppiedom. And it's disgusting.
Truly, I don't know what I'm doing these days, and it really seems
to be the first time in my life that
I don't know how to spend my free
time. I’ve grown into a lazy habit of
… well, laziness.
I used to drink in excess to liquor
up my pen enough to dance on paper. I'd listen to the local dogs bark

for freedom when I'd go on evening may be over. And they seem to get
runs, which I did to justify my life- worse (and sillier) as the years go
back upon reflection. My friends
style of glorious self-destruction.
I used to really not know better. snuck whiskey into a Mormon wedAnd I loved it.
ding we attended when I was 22, I
At 18, I thought I knew every- was hung over at a funeral when I
thing. By 19, I did know everything. was 21, etc.
By 20, I renounced everything I
I actually miss being stupid.
knew the years before.
I miss having glorified plans that
At 21, I took a year off and made seemed realistic to me.
a solid mess of
When I
everything at
I thought I’d be living in a New was a sophthe bars. When
omore
in
I was 22, I York City loft, as a self-sufficient
high school,
moved out, got writer in his mid-20s, charming
I remember
a real job and cultured women and impressing them a conversawrapped
up
tion where
with an astounding book collection
college.
some female
Well, now and an even more astounding view of friends were
I'm 23 and I
planning
the skyline at night.
feel like I’ve
their life acslipped into a
cording to
comfortable routine of shrugging.
specific ages (married by 25, a good
Instead of my old ways, I now career by 26, a house by 27, and so
drink casually at social happy hours on) and they asked me what my plan
with co-workers and only go running was.
at night to “get back into shape.” And
I shrugged and said, "I see my 20s
I suppose I should just let sleeping as 10 more years of screwing up."
dogs lie … to themselves … (look,
They all nodded and smiled poeven my irony is daft now).
litely.
I suppose this should all be a good
I ran into a friend and his lady at
thing, maybe even a sign of matu- the Orange International Street Fair
rity, but I've got a terrible itch that a few weeks ago.
makes me think my era of bad deeds
"What are you writing these

“

“

Providing insight, analysis
and perspective since 1960

By Jake Kilroy

days?" he asked.
I shrugged and said, "Colorful
death threats, mostly."
He and his girlfriend both nodded and smiled politely.
The problem with the second story's reaction is that what I said was
a lie.
I’m not that ridiculous anymore.
I don't write colorful death threats,
but I do still see my 20s as good
years of screwing up.
It's like ordering a wonderful
bottle of vintage wine and getting
belligerently drunk at the restaurant.
That's what my 20s should be.
I have the resources (a car, a salary with benefits, my own place, free
nights and weekends, etc.) to really
screw things up and I'm spending
evenings at home.
I don't have to chase my youth,
but I certainly don't have to settle
down.
I suppose I need to remind myself
that I can still use my lips for something other than drinking, smoking,
fighting, kissing and talking.
And I can still use my hands for
something other than drinking,
smoking, fighting, touching and
working.
I mean, really though, why the
hell not?

Reality Politics

By Joshua Burton
Daily Titan Columnist

Would the real president please speak up?
In this era of
speech writers,
is it too much to
expect our leaders
to speak for themselves?

It almost seems taboo to talk ill
of speech writers.
Some things, like high school
proms and neckties, are above
scrutiny. We don’t have to ask
why they make sense because,
well, no one asks why they make
sense.
We hear about former presidential speech writers releasing
memoirs and contributing to
network news commentaries and
just accept them without question.
It struck me the other day how
prevalent speech writers actually
have become.
Once the thought was planted,
I couldn’t get it out of my head.
Were those Obama’s words in
the acceptance speech that captivated a nation for 44 minutes at
the DNC, or were they those of
Jon Favreau, Obama’s lead speech
writer?
Did John F. Kennedy actually
think up the famous line about
what we shouldn’t ask of our
country, but what we can do for
it?

Who actually came up with one
of the most famous quotations of
our age?
I was pleased to find out that Kennedy’s epic line was his own and not
his main speech writer, Ted Sorensen
– but that still didn’t allay my fears
about the matter. From what I can
tell, there are two schools of thought
on the propriety of speech writers.
On one hand, it is noted that the
guys who make it to the Oval Office
aren’t necessarily supposed to be able
to write good speeches. Theirs is a
position of leadership.
Plenty of good leaders have been
horrible orators. Take Richard Nixon or George W. Bush, for example.
Oh, never mind.
Even from these examples,
though, it can be said that oratory
capabilities are no indication of leadership skill.
Just because a person can’t deliver
a speech that would make Aristotle or Ronald Reagan proud doesn’t
mean that the person in charge is a
poor executive.
Nixon and the current Bush have
both done wonders for this country
and have led us both in and out of
wars.
After all, it takes leadership to
mobilize an entire country for war,
especially in a democracy.
Then we have the other side of
the argument, which admittedly demands more of the president.
People should hear what a presi-

dent has to say, not what his aides
and public relations drones have to
say for him.
Between the coaching presidents
receive before press conferences and
the scripted speeches they give, the
American people might not hear
much out of their leader at all.
Calvin Coolidge was the first
president to give a radio address to
his constituents.
He spoke little in private life, but
when it came to public speaking, he
was articulate and electrifying.
He also wrote his own speeches.
This was at the beginning of the
broadcast media era and most likely
the end of regular speech writing for
the average president.
Our leaders now are coddled.
Their minds seem to be kept away
from us, protected by a wall of writers who carefully filter and test their
words for the sound bite-generation’s
feeble mind.
To be fair, it is well documented
that speech writers and public leaders
often work very closely on speeches
– but not always.
Being a writer for men of presidential or legislative stature requires
finesse. The writers spend long hours
crafting addresses that mirror how
their orator speaks. Writing speeches
is just as much an art as writing sonnets – maybe even more so.
In fact, one of Barack Obama’s
most trusted underlings is his speech
writer.

Understandably so. Favreau
is pretty much posing as him, if
only in words.
“Barack doesn’t trust too many
folks with that – the notion of
surrendering that much authority
over his own words,” said David
Axelrod, Obama’s chief campaign
strategist, in a New York Times
interview.
Obama understands how much
power a person can lose by giving
up his own voice to another and
I’m sure John McCain does, too.
I’m just amazed that we as listeners don’t mind.
There is no more reliable a way
to measure the weight of someone’s thoughts than by hearing
them from his own mouth.
How reliable are a leader’s
words when there is no guarantee
that they are even his?
A president should have to do
more than write an outline and
hand it to a scripter.
He should be able to articulate what he wants to do, how he
wants to do it and why it should
be done.
That at least shows he knows
what he is talking about.
When anyone else goes on
public record about important
matters, it is expected that the
person is speaking in his own
words.
Should it be taboo to expect
the same thing from our leaders?

When you help the
American Red Cross,
you help America.

Call 1-800-Help Now
or visit us at
redcross.org

Voter registration still
boggles students' minds

Castle’s
Corner

By Ryan Castle
Daily Titan Columnist

The grass is always greener
I'm sure some of you peeked over
the Cal State Fullerton fence at another university and just wanted to
jump it and roll around in the grass
like a golden retriever on Independence Day.
What about our relationship
status?

I believe that inside every single person is a secret yearning
for the love and companionship a
relationship brings, but some yearnings are kept a little deeper in the
cellar for some.
Meanwhile, I guarantee that everyone who has been in a long-term
relationship has at least once felt
locked down in the tedious bond
known as commitment – so strongly
protected with its extra thick coat

By Nic Swiercek

Courtesey of UWire

Recently I volunteered at a voter
registration on campus where I received a common question from students unsure if they could register to
vote on campus: "I'm not from Lincoln. I live in Omaha. Can I register
to vote in Lincoln?"
I discovered that many students
typically don't know whether they
can register on campus if their permanent address is outside of Lincoln.
Many believed they had to vote
at their polling site at home. They
didn't know they could vote at their
college addresses.
For students attending college
away from home, voting at their
home precinct is impractical or not
an option.
Some students, lacking confidence in voting absentee and unable
to return home, simply sit out of the
election process.
While registration rules can be
murky, it doesn't help when state
and local officials mislead and lie to
students regarding voter registration
rules, which has been the case in Virginia.
Prior to the Virginia primary,
local officials denied many college
students registration on campus at
Norfolk State University because
they registered under their dormitory address.
Election commissioners sent the
students questionnaires to assess
their residency, asking if they owned
property in Norfolk or if they intended to become permanent residents of the city.
Local voting registrars thus argued that the students were not Virginia residents and ineligible to vote
in Norfolk.
That additional layer of bureaucracy effectively deterred campus
registration in Norfolk at Norfolk
State University and Old Dominion
University, instilling doubt among
many students uncertain of their
rights in the registration process.

of "love" – and viewed the single
life as the equivalent of running
buck naked in a grand meadow
as green as a jungle.
You won’t readily admit this,
but you know who you are.
Whatever is unavailable will always have that extra gleam of
light around it. That's just
basic human psychology, as
solid a trait in our minds as
our unexplainable infatuation for ice cream, puppies
and celebrity breakdowns.
Perhaps it is attainable
but it just requires that little
bit of extra work that you’re
not quite prepared to commit to.
All green fields have their
brown patches, however,
and it’s those patches that
make the other side seem
so green. There are pros and
cons to all scenarios.
The key is to weigh what
your side of the fence is
doing for you and gauge
whether your situation
brings you more happiness
or more strife.
Contemplate if you are
where you’re supposed to be, its
important to always realistically weigh
your options.
Ultimately you should do what
you feel makes you a happier person. Your own satisfaction is too
important to be brushed under
the rug of redundancy.
If you do think that other side
really will bring you the happiness you so deserve, it's just one
fence-jump away.
The size of the fence varies; the
question is, is it worth the climb?

If this were today’s headline, would you notice? Last year, drinking and driving actually did kill about 17,000 people. It injured
half a million more. But because it happened over a year rather than in a single day, it’s not always front-page news. If you
drink, find a safe way home. And do your part to keep drunk driving out of the headlines.

www.madd.org

© Mothers Against Drunk Driving. All rights reserved.

Ever notice how the things in
life that you don’t have always
look the most enticing?
It can be anything, but since
you don’t have it you can't help
but desire it, no matter how nonsensical or ridiculous it may be.
When I was a junior Castle, I
remember looking at the snowy
winter streets around the homes
my relatives resided in and wishing that I could be an Ohio
resident come Christmas.
I'm sure it would've been a
nice shift from the Utopian
80-degree temperatures of
Southern California.
I also remember the most
exciting meal of the week being whenever my mom decided to pick up some
Burger King for dinner, a welcome change
from her usual homemade surprises.
What I would do
just to come home
nightly to a homecooked meal today –
you have no idea.
The lush green hills
on the other
side of the fence
haunt us daily.
The point is that we
always want what we don’t
have. We tend to feel complete
satisfaction is nonexistent.
This brings about cravings for
wanting what we feel we're missing, be it something as minimal
as the plate your neighbor ordered at TGI Friday's looking a
whole lot more appetizing than
your Caesar salad and over-toasted breadstick, to something as
extreme as a living situation or a
school choice.
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The questionnaire "was a big deterrent [for registering to vote],"
explained Old Dominion student
Mary Alana Welch to the Virginia
Pilot. "It gave me the impressions
that I wasn't suppose[d] to be registering here." The Virginia Pilot
reported Welch, preferring to vote
in person rather than by absentee
ballot, never submitted her registration and remains uncertain about
her rights.
Primaries like the hotly-contested
Virginia race on Feb. 12 experienced
a surge in voter registration and
turnout, but many students couldn't
participate.
Despite these uncertainties, Democrats have pushed massive get-outthe-vote efforts in Virginia, a traditionally-red state that has become a
swing state in this year's election, in
a play to flip the state blue and win
its 13 electoral votes.
According to a Sept. 18 Washington Post article, 280,000 voters have
been registered in Virginia since
January.
While voters aged 18-24 typically
vote less often, analysts are forecasting one of the highest turnouts for
this demographic since the 1972
election, the first presidential election in which the voting age was
lowered to 18.
In Virginia, young voters are crucial for Democrats's hopes to turn
Virginia blue.
Yet many students and officials
don't know students' rights. This is
particularly troubling since the U.S.
Supreme Court affirmed nearly 30
years earlier, in Symm v. U.S., that
students have the right to register
and claim residency at their college
address.
Most college students face a
unique situation living at two addresses: at their parents' home and
at school.
Speaking to the Virginia Pilot,
Kent Willis, executive director of
the American Civil Liberties Union
of Virginia, argued that "If homeless people have the right to vote by
choosing their principal residence,

college students ought to have that
same right."
Although Obama's campaigners pressured the Norfolk Electoral
Board to abandon their questionnaires, other problems have popped
up elsewhere in Virginia.
In August, election officials in
Montgomery County, home to Virginia Tech, released a misleading
statement that suggested students
who registered to vote at their college address could face unexpected
consequences that could jeopardize
their economic status.
The Sept. 7 New York Times article "Voter Registration by Students
Raises Cloud of Consequences" explained that the local election official's statement warned that the parents of students registering to vote at
Virginia Tech could no longer claim
their children as dependents on their
tax returns.
Moreover, the statement claimed
that those students could lose financial aid and coverage under their
parents' car and health insurance.
The IRS denied that a student's dependency status would change.
Such statements have come under
intense scrutiny by various politicians, particularly the Obama campaign, which alleged that the statements will discourage students from
registering at their college.
Discourage is a mild way to put
it. Registration is murky and obtuse
enough for some students without
them having to hear that they'll lose
their scholarships, health and car insurance coverage.
While it is arguable whether Virginia officials purposefully attempted
to suppress voter registrations there,
the misleading and outright deceiving language used by county election
officials, particularly their lack of
knowledge regarding students' rights
to register on college campuses, is
unacceptable.
Events in Virginia and my discussions with students at registration
tables in Nebraska show that we still
need to make headway in clarifying
the voter registration process.

yo u r w e e k ly d o s e o f e n t e rta i n m e n t
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26

Friday
Chris Murray
Combo
Continental Room
Fullerton

26

27

Friday
Walter Meego
Detroit Bar
Costa Mesa
Saturday
We The People
Festival
L.A. Historic Park
Los Angeles

What once was a dead art is
now going for another spin
LPs are being issued in
special releases by record
companies – and customers are buying them
by david ponce

Daily Titan Staff Writer
detour@dailytitan.com

27

Saturday
Jack’s Third Show
Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater
Irvine

29

Monday
Flogging Molly
House of Blues
Anaheim

30

Tuesday
People Under The
Stars
Continental Room
Fullerton

10/3

10/5

Friday
Lil’ Jon & DJ Spider
Sutra Lounge
Costa Mesa
Sunday
Schooled in Song
Festival
University by the
Sea
Long Beach

An old format is finding a resurgence with baby boomers trying to
regain their youth and the iPod generation looking to further their musical connections with the past.
Vinyl records, a medium once
thought to be extinct, are finding
a new audience in a world where
the new way to purchase music is
digital.Suddenly music enthusiasts,
along with the people riding along
for the nostalgia, can be seen flipping through vinyl bins at local record shops trying to build their collection or just start one.
“Listening to a record is more
than just that,” Lasonic Sivongxay,
a 23-year-old avid collector of vinyl
with more than 300 records in his
collection, said. “It’s an experience
that leaves an impression.”
For years, finding vinyl was like
finding a vintage concert T-shirt
that could only be found through
small independent record stores or
through online music stores.
But nowadays it seems that vinyl
is making an impact in the music
world as well as at corporate retailers
like Best Buy and Costco.
Both of these retail titans have
recently joined the trend and have
decided to start selling vinyl records
in select markets.

This may be because they noticed of the same album. Some argue that
that sales in 2006-2007 increased the digital format is what the engi36.6 percent, according to the Re- neers making the CD intend the alcording Industry Association of bum to be heard at.
America.
“The thing with vinyl is that it re“What once was a dead art” said inforces the experience of an album,”
Tom Osborn, marketing director for Mike Sherwood, national marketing
Warner Bros. Records, “has become manager for Warner Bros. Records,
a new revenue stream.”
said. “You have to actually sit down
It is still unclear if Best Buy and and listen to the entire album.”
Costco will succeed in competing
Not only are corporate retailers
with independent record stores for and the general public taking nomusic enthusiasts
tice of the vinyl
shopping for vinyl
resurgence, mapurchases. Either
jor record labels
way it will create
are starting to
competition.
incorporate vinyl
“I personally
records back into
would rather go
their format list.
to a small, indeRecord compendent store,”
panies are startKeypher Stroming to bridge
beck, a market– Lasonic Sivongxay, the gap between
ing major at Cal
vinyl, CDs, and
Vinyl Collector
State Fullerton,
digital releases by
said. “They have
releasing special
a bigger selection and more knowl- vinyl packages that contain the vinyl
edgeable people that care. If you go as well as either a CD or a code that
to Best Buy, they might be like ‘yeah redeems the digital release of the althose are over there.’”
bum.
Speaking of competition, compaThis creates an extra incentive for
nies that manufacture vinyl can’t for- the new generation of music fans: viget about the other technologies out nyl quality for your home and MP3
there, mainly digital and CDs.
portability on the go. Labels are also
Vinyl enthusiasts tend to favor starting to put out more vinyl releasthe warmer, more natural sound of es of their artists to help build onto
a record over CDs and digital down- the already growing experience that
loads.
vinyl records give off.
They tend to produce a more low“Part of the growth is that we are
quality sound, especially when com- putting more albums out,” Sherwood
pressed into a smaller format such as said. “Our volume has increased tena digital file.
fold with every release.”
Not all music listeners agree that
One instance of a label releasing
vinyl sounds better than a digital file an artist on vinyl is Warner Bros.

“

Listening to a
record is more than
just that. It’s an experience that leaves an
impression.

Records releasing the entire Metal- ics, extra photos and sometimes an
lica catalog on vinyl.
extra poster tucked in the sleeve.
Plans are also underway to release
“People are using words like ‘rea special edition vinyl package for surgence’ and ‘comeback,’” Shertheir newest album, “Death Mag- wood said. “It’s obviously what the
netic,” which will include five discs industry has been based on from the
plus a CD.
beginning. Vinyl has always been
Their two-LP set for “Death Mag- there. It has been there for the colnetic” was one of the fastest-selling lectors at first, now it’s picking up
music items on Amazon.com, ac- for everyone.”
cording to The Wall Street Journal.
The social experience surroundLabels are also
ing vinyl also
putting out speadds to the mix.
cial colored viPeople are startnyl and picture
ing to think of
discs for collecvinyl as a type
tors and fans to
of “social fan
enjoy. However,
club” mixing
this isn’t anything
audiophiles and
new for smaller,
general music
more indepenfans alike.
dent driven labels
Record stores
that have been
and vinyl Web
putting out spesites are becom– Mike Sherwood, ing the central
cial collector viMarketing Manager
nyl for some time
meeting place
and do quite well
for people wantin the process.
ing to know
Some labels, such as Sub Pop Re- about the newest release or to look
cords, are also releasing albums by for the hard to find record.
bands such as Sleet Foxes through
“Vinyl seems like a lost cause to
vinyl-only releases in an attempt to some,” Sivongxay said. “But gofight against the rampant file-sharing ing to a record store and spending
of MP3 files, according to the record hours looking through bins for that
label’s Web site.
one record you want, now that says
In a digital world where music something.”
seems to be streamed or purchased
through music sites selling MP3
files, some music fans want more
For more exclusive stories that
than a file on their computer.
can’t be found anywhere else, inPeople are starting to take notice
cluding this weeks special interof everything that vinyl has to offer,
view with Free the Robots, check
from the crackling sound to the alout www.dailytitan.com.
bum covers with imaginative graph-

“

The thing with
vinyl is that it reinforces the experience
of an album. You
have to actually sit
down and listen to
the entire album.

“

THursday
Dark Orchestra
House of Blues
Anaheim

“
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CYBER STRIP

Living Suns shine around the music scene
Prog-stoners on the rise
and will play at House of
Blues Oct. 10
by skyler blair

Daily Titan Staff Writer
detour@dailytitan.com

If there’s one band used to working the local bar scene, it’s the Living
Suns.
In the dim lights of Proof Bar in
Santa Ana earlier this month, they
unveiled their sound for an appreciative audience of punk hipsters. The
undersized stage could hardly fit the
six Fullerton rockers as they spilled
out within arm’s reach of the crowd.
Formed in 2006, The Living Suns
blends an abrasive rock sound with
prog-rock complexities that culminate in throwback stoner rock jams
with a contemporary edge. According to Brian King, the group’s lead
singer, the group’s approach to song
writing is as loose and free as their
stage show.
“I find it’s better when it’s different every time,” King, who frequently performs barefoot on stage, said.
Drummer Sean Yakubovsky, and
bassist Mike Meza, are the rhythmic backbone for The Living Suns.
Their skills allow the band to change
rhythm and tempo constantly, as
evident in songs such as “Man in the
Middle.”
Lucas Drake contributes to the
band’s psychedelic feel as the keyboardist, especially on the slow,

splashy rhythms of their song
“When We Try.” Aaron Glines and
the group’s newest member, Matt
Mason, handle guitar duties for the
band.
The band released an album earlier this year titled “Self.” Copies are
available online or at any of their
shows. They describe their music as
a combination of progressive, stoner,
jam, and psychedelic rock.
“It encompasses what we listen to
and where we are at,” Mason, who
joined the band in August, said. “We
are pulling ideas from what’s influencing us.”
It’s an interesting mixture if you
consider their influences: Led Zeppelin, Liars, Can, Pedro the Lion,
and Radiohead.
Keeping up with the loose feel of
the band, King admits that most of
the time the band doesn’t even rehearse their set list before going on
stage.
“On the spot just feels better,”
King added.
These days the band has earned
enough local buzz to get the attention of noteworthy venues from as
far away as Nevada. The band is now
preparing to return to the Beatles
Revolution Lounge in Las Vegas,
Nevada on Oct. 19.
“We played in a barn with pygmy
goats running around,” King said.
“The horses were freaking out from
the noise.”
Though the days of playing for
goats and horses are far behind
them, the band still plays shows fre-

By Joel rosario/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
Lead singer Bryan King performs vocals at the Proof Bar in Santa Ana on Sept. 14.

quently throughout Orange County
at places such as Detroit Bar. However they tend to spend more time
in the studio, usually three to four
times a week making recordings.
“It’s more organic and stress-free,”
said Drake, plus “they last a lifetime.”
However they still appreciate the
feeling of playing before a live audience.
“There’s a lot of energy onstage,”
Meza said. “The crowd responds to
the energy and projects it back and I
feel very fortunate to experience that.
Music is the universal language and
not everyone can play music so I feel

fortunate to bring that to people.”
The Living Suns also have two
music videos under their belt, that
are on display on their MySpace
page (www.myspace.com/thelivingsunsmusic).
“Hook Line and Sinker” directed
by Matt McKane, gives the viewer an
idea of the band playing live as they
rock out in a tightly spaced garage.
The music video for “Man in the
Middle” directed by Nate Miller is
more out of the ordinary and avantgarde, according to King.
“It was the first time we ever
worked with a whole crew,” King
said. “It was very stressful but fun.”
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MOVIE

By Summer Rogers

For the Daily Titan

detour@dailytitan.com

“What would Jesus not do?” Is the
question that Sam Rockwell’s character, Victor Mancini, constantly
asks himself in the film “Choke.”
A question like this can only be
a prelude for a perturbed character
in an obscene plot that has stemmed
from the mind of this generation’s
Edgar Allen Poe, Chuck Palahniuk.
Victor Mancini is “the backbone
of Colonial America,” working as
a “historical interpreter” at a colonial re-creation of an 18th century
American village. Victor’s best friend
Denny (Brad William Henke, “Hollywoodland”) is a sweet, dumb, yet
enlightened individual who sticks by
Victor’s side. Aside from the character flaw of being a sex-addict, Victor
is also starved for love.
To atone for his lack of love, Victor intentionally chokes on his meals
to have strangers rescue him. He
justifies the choking bit by claiming
he’s actually helping other people,
making his rescuers feel heroic. They

also send him money, which in turn,
helps him pay for his mother’s very
expensive care facility. Ida Mancini
(Angelica Huston) is Victor’s demented mother and the reason why
Victor is the wretched mess that he
is.
Rockwell has been called a chameleon, morphing into several different types of characters, and Victor
is no exception. Rockwell perfectly
embodies the perverseness that is the
essence of Victor Mancini.
Henke, a secondary character,
was underutilized. He portrays the
sweet, enlightened character perfectly, but unlike in the book, Denny
fades away in the background more
than he shines as a main character.
The story becomes more about Victor and his mother Ida, portrayed
by an astounding Houston. Overall, the film was disappointing. Fans
of the film “Fight Club” and of the
book “Choke,” will be sorely disappointed.

REVIEWS
MUSIC

By Nate Jackon

Daily Titan Detour Editor
detour@dailytitan.com

In the world of sonic science projects, Ikey Owens (The Mars Volta)
and Los Angeles emcee 2 Mex (The
Visionaries, Sun Go Sons) have
teamed up to stare down local hip
hop in a pairing of passions known
as Look Daggers. The band’s debut
full length album, “Suffer in Style,”
is a turbulent marriage of Can-inspired hip hop jams, relentless break
beats laced with tripped out atmospherics, and the organic triumph of
man over machine.
But even in the midst of all that
craziness, Owens’ arrangements and
playing style will sound substantially
subdued in the ears of avid fans of
his recent work in The Mars Volta
and Free Moral Agents. Within the
confines of danceable jams like “That
Look,” Owens trades splashy echoes
and endless organ riffs for more subtle lines that add just enough spice
to make everything nice.
Meanwhile, the band’s space-rock
edge allows 2 Mex the chance to let

loose on the mic, adding a fist full
of frustrated screams during his vocal collaborations with howling
seductress Mendee Ichikawa (Free
Moral Agents). Thankfully, 2 Mex’s
signature brand of intricate rapid fire
rhymes remain intact for the bulk of
the album. Accompanied by guitarist Jesse Wilder, drummer Chris
Clawson, and bassist Travis Laws,
the Look Daggers brings a style of
hip hop that retains all the flavor of
a live band.
To add a bit of nostalgia to the
mix, Owens and 2 Mex whip up
some notable improv cover versions
of the Bad Brains classic “The Youth
Are Getting Restless” and “Beautiful
Freak,” originally performed by Eels.
As if bumping thirteen tracks on
your ride to work weren’t enough,
the Look Daggers threw a little extra
love at their growing fan base in the
form of a DVD documentary, “Alive
For Now in Long Beach,” which
comes with the CD package.

www.dailytitan.com
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LIVE SHOW

By Andy anderson

Daily Titan Staff Writer
detour@dailytitan.com

Driving out to Los Angeles these
days is a lot like hitting yourself in
the head with a diamond-encrusted
baseball bat – it’s expensive, painful,
and not really worth it.
With all the traffic, smog and bad
air – and irritating people – it hardly
seems a desirable weekend getaway
spot. It seems like one giant, unnecessary headache. This past Saturday
proved otherwise, as 17,000 fans
braved their way through the Los
Angeles scene to escape the drudgery
of everyday life, as well as take the
opportunity to see Beck, Spoon, and
MGMT at the Hollywood Bowl.
Before many had the chance to
grab their superfluous items, Beck’s
recognizable baritone voice was
heard from inside. The previously
laid-back, outside crowd was quickly
transformed into a panicked herd as
people scurried to find their seats.
And a good thing they did, because his performance was not one
to be missed.

As a performer who is known for
being bizarre, offbeat, and innovative, audiences never know what to
expect from a Beck show. Sometimes
he has puppets dancing on stage
with him, sometimes light shows to
accompany his songs. That night he
had the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra.
The combination was hauntingly
beautiful, as the sound drifted off
into the night sky. Performing orchestra friendly songs like “Paper Tiger” and “Round the Bend”, as well
as high-energy, fast-paced songs like
“Minus” made for a fantastic blend
of Beck’s catalogue. After a threesong encore, the audience’s thirst
had been quenched, at least for the
evening, as they allowed him to exit
the stage without too much protest.
After the show, fans sadly shuffled
their way off to cars, buses, and other various forms of transportation,
memories of the night etched into
their minds.
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CSUF alumnus trains to fight professionally
Professor Victor Phan
teaches screenwriting
while preparing for fights
by raj modha

Daily Titan Staff Writer
sports@dailytitan.com

By Don nguyen/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
Cal State Fullerton graduate and Fullerton College teacher Victor Phan practices an arm bar submission hold on a sparring partner during an exercise at the Combat Submission Wrestling training center.

Your ad here

“

I think if Victor
continues to work as
hard as he is, he has a
great shot of being a
professional fighter.

Phan is glaring when it comes to ties and are in full support.
Phan fighting professionally.
Even some of his students have
Phan repeatedly defers to Paul- shown an interest in MMA.
son’s judgment on
“All of my stuwhen the public
dents know, and
could see him in a
some of my stuprofessional fight.
dents have actual“If Erik aply asked me about
proaches me and
it and a few have
says that I’m ready,
come into the
then I’ll fight proclasses.”
fessionally,” Phan
Phan said that
said.
if he ever got the
– Erik Paulson, chance to fight
Having to juggle
his responsibilities
Trainer and MMA professionally, he
as a teacher and a
would still continfighter
cage fighter, Phan
ue teaching addsaid that the staff
ing, “I could easily
at Fullerton College is completely do both.”
aware of his extra-curricular activiWith the violent nature of the

“

We have a couple
of girls. The problem
with the girls is they
become big celebrities really quick.

“

training program.
Not an aggressive person by naTo prepare for fights, Phan has a ture, Phan points to the first match
rigorous training schedule that re- he saw as one of the major contribquires
complete
uting factors to
devotion.
getting his start in
He
trains
MMA.
throughout
the
“When I saw
week to get himmy first fight, it
self into “fighting
was amazing the
shape.”
level of skill in
“Right now, I’m
that fight,” Phan
training seven days
said. “Both fight– Jose Hernandez, ers showed cona week. I do conditioning for one
trasting styles and
MMA fighter
hour a day, which
I was just so enincludes different
amored with the
types of cardio,” Phan said. “Then at amount of skill they had, it really got
night I work on my technique, and me into the sport.”
then on the weekends I do my norThe master-pupil relationship
mal two hours plus more.”
between the instructor Paulson and

“

With the decline of boxing’s popularity over the last few years, Mixed
Martial Arts has emerged to fill the
need for a contact-combat sport.
MMA incorporates different
styles of fighting, ranging from kickboxing to grappling. Most fights
take place in an octagon-shaped
cage, not a square like most fight
fans are used to, hence the moniker
“cage fighting.” Cal State Fullerton
graduate Victor Phan, a screenplay
writing teacher at Fullerton College,
is an amateur cage fighter looking to
eventually fight professionally.
Phan has been training for the last
five years at different training facilities, but in the last year joined forces
with Erik Paulson at the Combat
Submission Wrestling training facility in Fullerton.
Paulson is a former MMA fighter
with a long list of different fighting
disciplines under his belt.
Paulson came out of retirement
in Oct. 2007 to headline the first
HDNet MMA fight card and in the
fight he won quickly by putting a
spinning arm bar on Jeff Ford to win
the match in the opening minutes of
the first round.
In Phan’s third amateur fight on
Saturday, Sept. 20, he won his bout
in the opening minutes of the first
round with a submission hold.
“He only hit me like three times,”
Phan said. “I wasn’t nervous at all,
really confident. I used the technique that I learned from Erik and it
was good victory.”
Paulson praised Phan for his victory on Saturday.
“Vic went out there and executed
his game plan,” Paulson said. “He
went out there and put all his hard
work and training on display.”
Professional fighter Jose Hernandez was Phan’s corner man for the
fight and said he believes that Phan
has what it takes to be a professional
fighter.
“Victor is a relentless fighter.
He has so much energy during the
fight,” Hernandez said. “I think if
Victor continues to work as hard as
he is, he has a great shot of being a
professional fighter.”
There were a total of six CSW
fighters being showcased.
Four of the fighters won their
matches, one had a draw, and one
lost.
It was a strong showing from a
group of fighters coming from one

sport, injury is always going to be a
factor.
If Phan was ever to be injured
in one of his fights, he said that he
would be covered in his classes.
Phan argues that even though
boxing is more widely accepted as a
national sport, it is also much more
dangerous than MMA.
“With the big gloves they wear
in boxing, it makes it more difficult to knock someone out. Since
there is a constant pounding on the
head, there is much more chance of
brain damage with boxing because
of the constant hitting to the head.
In MMA there aren’t just hits to the
head, its wrestling and striking. The
See CAGE FIGHTING, Page 10
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PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
OFFER!!!
Cole Consulting Firm need
Account Representative From
anywhere in USA. All the needed
explanations would be done. No
application fee, Requirements:
applicant must be 18 years and
above, must check email 2 -3 times
in a day and be honest. For more
details:roland.cole120@live.com

1600

Miscellaneous

Sigma Alpha Lambda,

a National Leadership and
Honors Organization with over
75 chapters across the country,
is seeking motivated students to
assist in starting a local chapter
(3.0 GPA Required). Contact
Rob Miner, Director of Chapter
Development at rminer@salhonors.org.

Sitters wanted.$10+ per hour.
Register free for jobs near campus
or home. www.student-sitters.com

Under Cover Store
Dectective

2008 New Scooter Sale - On
NOW!!! 150cc, automatic and
more! See the pics on DailyTitan.
com. $1299 (562)945-8361

trainees needed up to $17/hr pt/ft
call 24 hours (714)230-4615
Mothers helper. Help with picking up children from school,
homework and afterschool activities. judylyn38@hotmail.com,
714-944-6782

Language Door Inc: We teacher
over 20 languages: Go to www.
languagedoor.com!Contact: oc@
languagedoor.com 949-833-0900

7400

Lounge chair for small
space. NEEDS TO GO!
Microfiber,swivels,no
stains,extra padding,light blue
949-248-1301

Houses for Rent/Sale

5500
Professional Services
Need Math Tutor? Jane tutors
Basic Math, Algebras, Geometry,
PreCalculus, Calculus, Statistics.
Call (714)404-0620 / email: ejvmath@dslextreme.com.

6500
Help Wanted
Promotion/Marketing company
seeks promoters for nightclub
events. Paid cash per event.
Email Mike@Mixarmada.com
for more info.
Part Time Tutors Needed for
Math / English
school aged kids, small groups
60 kids in Fullerton. MondayThursday 2:30pm-6:00pm $12$16/hour Email: amchan5@yahoo.
com (562)631-4788

Responsible individual needed to
help with homework.6th grade
student. Yorba Linda area. 69pm Monday-Thursday. $11/
hour. Pay weekly. Call Laura
(714)863-8630

Beautiful home in Anaheim-easy
to get to CSUF, 1 person, 1bed,
own bath $900 (Incl Util, WiFi,
DishTV, W/D, dishwasher, Pool,
parking space) or 2person, 1bath
$1200 (one contract, includes
utilities). I am a college instructor and I get along great with
roommates. Sec Deposit 900.
714-717-5581.
$600 UTILITIES,WiFi,
CABLE INCLUDED! Anaheim.
Non-smoker. Male or Female.
Connie 951-850-4303 or cmgarcia2001@yahoo.com
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PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
OFFER!!!
Cole Consulting Firm need
Account Representative From
anywhere in USA. All the needed
explanations would be done. No
application fee, Requirements:
applicant must be 18 years and
above, must check email 2 -3 times
in a day and be honest. For more
details:roland.cole120@live.com

Private bedroom/bath, garage,
pool, share large condo with
quiet, neat male, Fullerton.
Manager (714) 822-6166
johnsiracuse316@msn.com
Room in 3 bed/ 2 bath + den huge
house off Commonwealth/Euclid
on West Amerige. Females preferred. (714)851-5191.
Master Bedroom Culdesac Home.
Placentia Near CSUF. WiFi access
No illegal durgs/smoking/drinking
$725.00 $300 Deposit

Humorscopes
brought to you by humorscope.com

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Today you will be watched by cats. It’s nothing
really worth worrying about, I’m sure. Did you
know that you’ve started making little unconscious
“squeaks” when you’re concentrating on something?
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Dorothy Parker once said “if you can’t say anything nice, come sit next to me.” Today that will be
strangely relevant to your own situation.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Today you’ll suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, and believe me, that’ll hurt.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Good day to bring home an insectivore as a pet.
Leo (July 23 - August 22)
Excellent day to shufﬂe your feet. Remember: it’s
OK to shufﬂe your feet or to shufﬂe your cards, but
you should never shufﬂe your nose.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22)
Strange things continue to happen. Today you will
put on a long-sleeved shirt, only to discover that the
sleeves now extend past your ﬁngertips. You didn’t
say anything inappropriate to an elderly British
gentleman with strange green eyes, recently? Let’s
hope not.
Libra (September 23 - October 22)
Today you will put your foot down, regarding your
turn at dinner preparation versus dining out. In other
words, “if you aren’t broke, don’t ﬁx it.”
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
Your slogan for the week should be “Carpe Diem”,
or “Seize the Day!”. Once you seize it, give it a
good shake, just to prove you mean business.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)
Birds ﬁgure heavily in your day, today. My advice?
Wear a hat.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 20)
Today you will discover a lot of money under your
pillow! Unfortunately, it won’t begin to cover the
cost of the dentures that you will also discover a
sudden need for.
Aquarius (January 21 - February 18)
Time to look for a new job. You should be able to
ﬁnd work as a surgical assistant. And stop worrying so much! Everyone else lies about their background, too.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20)
You will write some ofﬁce email soon that positively sparkles with comic irony. You’ll be asked to
knock it off.
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SUDOKU

HOW TO PLAY:
Each row must contain the numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9: and
each set of boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9.

Brought to you by the people at www.dailysudoku.com
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Cage Fighting: fighting and teaching IN OTHER NEWS
NFL

From Page 8
quick knockout is safer.”
Phan’s commitment to the sport is
one of the major factors for his success and Paulson said of the things
that make a great fighter, commitment stands alone.
“What I’m looking for is commitment. I need a person to come
in here every night and work. Take
the time it takes to come in to the
night class and get the technique
right. I don’t have one fighter here
that doesn’t need to work on their
technique,” Paulson said.
Paulson is not just any trainer
trying to capitalize on the current
trend.
He said that he has trained a long
list of successful MMA fighters, including Randy Couture, Brock Lesner, Ken Shamrock and Vladimir
Matyushenko.
As far as the perfect athlete for
MMA, Paulson said that a wrestling
or a professional sports background
are ideal.
“I’m actually looking for wresBy don nguyen/Daily Titan Staff Photographer
tlers, especially at a collegiate level. A Top: Victor Phan struggles with his sparring partner during a training exercise at the Combat Submission Wrestling training center.
lot of wrestlers after they finish wres- Bottom: Phan practices his submission holds at the CWS Training Center. Phan has been training as a cage fighter for several years.
tling in college they go into coaching
or give it up. They are so athletic and ing, so when you do get a good one,
know how to train. This would be a there is going to be a lot of publicity
great place for them to land,” Pauson around her.”
For students not looking to knock
said. “Professional
anyone out, but
athletes also make
want a good
great fighters, beworkout, CSW
cause they have
training
centhe strength and
ter offers group
conditioning
classes that don’t
that is critical in
require any sparMMA.”
ring.
The sport is
Those looking
growing fast for
for more of commale athletes, but
bative workout
women are now
have the opporstarting to show
– Victor Phan, tunity to do any
more of an interof the more adest.
Fullerton College
vanced workouts
With more and teacher and MMA fighter
with grappling,
more fight cards
wrestling and jiufeaturing women,
jitsu training.
Paulson said that
CSW training center is also offerit’s the women that have the most
ing a deal for CSUF students.
chance of success.
Unlimited classes for $99 per
“We have a couple of girls. The
problem with the girls is they be- month, $30 dollars off the normal
come big celebrities really quick,” price.
For more information on classes
Paulson said. “Everyone looks at the
girls and if they can fight then they visit erikpaulson.com
Phan’s next fight is set for October
want to be with them in any capacity. There aren’t too many girls fight- 25, 2008 at an undisclosed location.

“

All of my students know, and
some of my students
have actually asked
me about it and a
few have come into
the classes.

Lions fire president Millen after 31-84 record

ALLEN PARK, Mich. (AP) –
Matt Millen insisted he would stick
with the tough job of turning the
Detroit Lions into a winner instead
of returning to the broadcast booth
to make easy money.
So the Lions got rid of him. Finally. The Lions fired Millen seven-plus
years after the acclaimed TV analyst
and Super Bowl-winning linebacker
took over as team president for one
of the NFL’s mediocre franchises and
made it the worst.
“I have relieved Matt Millen of his
duties effective immediately,” Lions
owner William Clay Ford said in a
statement Wednesday afternoon.
Millen’s teams won a league-low
31 games since he took over in 2001,
but his boss refused to get rid of him
until now. Bill Ford, son of the team
owner, said Monday he would fire
Millen if he had the authority.
Detroit was routed in each of its
first three games this season, falling

behind 21-0 twice and 21-3 once en
route to lopsided losses going into its
bye week.
“I am very disappointed with
where we are as a team after our
start this season,” Ford added in his
statement. “Our sole focus now is
preparing for our next game against
Chicago.”
The 0-3 record dropped Millen
to 31-84 overall, giving the Lions at
least 10 more losses than any other
NFL team since 2001, one of the
worst stretches in league history.
They gave up a league-high 25.3
points and ranked 30th with 18.3
points a game under Millen, according to STATS.
The Lions’ front office will now be
led by executive vice president Tom
Lewand, who will report to the owner on business issues, and new general manager Martin Mayhew, who
will report to the owner on football
matters.

Giants suspend WR Plaxico Burress for 1 game
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) – A yearlong ankle injury could
not keep Plaxico Burress out of the
New York Giants’ lineup last season.
The lack of a telephone call this
week apparently is going to cost him
a game and more than $235,000.
Less than a month after handing the man who caught the winning pass in the Super Bowl a new
$35 million contract, the Giants on
Wednesday suspended Burress for a
game for missing a practice and not
calling to explain his absence.
Burress’ agent insisted the nineyear veteran had an undisclosed family emergency on Monday and will
appeal the ban to the NFL Players
Association.
“We have had success here because
of the team concept,” Giants coach
Tom Coughlin said in discussing the
suspension, which was handed down
during a bye week for the Giants
(3-0). “And the team concept means
basically that everyone is accountable and responsible and that we
don’t let the other guys down. And
that is what we are trying to do.”
As part of the suspension, Burress
will not be allowed to practice until
after the Oct. 5 game against the Se-

attle Seahawks.
That means he will miss two weekly paychecks, totaling $235,294.12
of his $2 million annual base salary.
The Giants refused to say why
Burress was suspended, but agent
Drew Rosenhaus claimed Burress
had a family emergency that has
now been resolved.
Rosenhaus said Burress spoke
with Giants director of player development Charles Way on Monday evening, but he added there was
“miscommunication” between the
player and the team.
When asked specifically why
Burress did not telephone the team
or answer repeated telephone calls
Monday to discuss the absence,
Rosenhaus avoided answering the
question.
“Again we’re acknowledging that
there should be some repercussion,
but not to the extent where he is denied his right to perform his livelihood to play,” Rosenhaus said in a
conference call.
“We think it is very serious and
not very common, but there are
things that do take place in the NFL
that you could say are worse and
have not led to suspension.”

“

